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The Krishnamurti Foundation of America (KFA) recently released Bulletin
#96, which includes previously unpublished Krishnamurti material on
the topic of choiceless awareness.

Choiceless awareness was the KFA theme for 2022. It is also the title of

https://mcusercontent.com/bf029bf7e2c8fc77ef022e92c/files/f1decb20-bde6-a2ae-df65-12160a9b631b/Bulletin_96_2022_Interior_v2.pdf
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one of Krishnamurti’s study books, which facilitates a deeper
understanding of what he calls awareness. Buy the book here.

Click here to read the digital version of the bulletin. 

The state of seeing is more important
than what is seen

 "When you are observing, seeing the dirt on the road, seeing how the
politicians behave, seeing your own attitude towards your wife, your
children, and so on—transformation is there. Do you understand?

https://store.kfa.org/collections/on-awareness/products/choiceless-awareness?_pos=1&_sid=cb13f9612&_ss=r
https://mcusercontent.com/bf029bf7e2c8fc77ef022e92c/files/f1decb20-bde6-a2ae-df65-12160a9b631b/Bulletin_96_2022_Interior_v2.pdf
https://store.kfa.org/collections/on-love/products/meeting-life?_pos=1&_sid=694dd91ad&_ss=r
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To bring about some kind of order in daily life, that is transformation;
not something extraordinary, out of this world.

When one is not thinking clearly, objectively, and rationally, be aware of
that and change it, break it. That is transformation. If you are jealous—
watch it, don’t give it time to flower and change it immediately. That is
transformation. When you are greedy, violent, ambitious, or trying to
become some kind of holy man, see how it is creating a world of
tremendous uselessness. I don’t know if you are aware of this.
Competition is destroying the world. The world is becoming more and
more competitive, more and more aggressive, and if you change it
immediately, that is transformation. And if you go very much deeper
into the problem, it is clear that thought denies love.

Therefore one has to find out whether there is an end to thought, an
end to time, not philosophise over it and discuss it, but find out. Truly
that is transformation, and if you go into it very deeply, transformation
means never a thought of becoming or comparing; it is being
absolutely nothing."

J. Krishnamurti
Excerpt from Meeting Life

2022 Most Read Articles

https://store.kfa.org/collections/on-love/products/meeting-life?_pos=1&_sid=694dd91ad&_ss=r
https://theimmeasurable.org/is-there-a-real-you-what-is-the-self
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1. What Do We Mean By Education?

2. What Love Is Not

3. Krishnmaurti On Mental Health

4. What Is Our Relationship To Nature?

5. The Meaning Of Death

Krishnamurti Podcasts

Commentaries on Living Read by Terence Stamp 3

https://kfoundation.org/what-do-we-mean-by-education/?mc_cid=0a0740b80a&mc_eid=d2025c63a2
https://kfoundation.org/what-love-is-not/?mc_cid=0a0740b80a&mc_eid=d2025c63a2
https://kfoundation.org/mental-health/?mc_cid=0a0740b80a&mc_eid=d2025c63a2
https://kfoundation.org/what-is-our-relationship-with-nature/?mc_cid=0a0740b80a&mc_eid=d2025c63a2
https://kfoundation.org/the-meaning-of-death/?mc_cid=0a0740b80a&mc_eid=d2025c63a2
https://krishnamurti.podbean.com/e/terence-stamp-reading-commentaries-on-living-%E2%80%93-part-3/
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Commentaries on Living is one of Krishnamurti’s most well-known and
best loved books. In it, he recalls many of the private conversations
with those who came to see him. With encouragement from Aldous
Huxley these meetings were written down by Krishnamurti and
published in 1956. Chapters included in this episode are titled Three
Pious Egoists, Identification, Gossip & Worry, Thought & Love,
Aloneness & Isolation, and Pupil & Master.

Terence Stamp is an Oscar-nominated actor, known for his roles in The
Limey, Superman, The Collector, Wall Street and many others. It was
through working with Fellini that he met and became friends with
Krishnamurti, who, in Stamp’s words, ‘used his presence to pause my
thinking.’

Thank you to the Karina Library in Ojai, California and to Terence Stamp
for these recordings

Listen here.

Call for KANZ Volunteers

The aim of the Krishnamurti Association in New Zealand (KANZ) is to
raise interest in the teachings of J. Krishnamurti in New Zealand.

J. Krishnamurti (1895-1986) is widely regarded as one of the greatest
thinkers and religious teachers of all time. He spoke throughout the
world to large audiences and to individuals including writers, scientists,
philosophers and educators, about the need for a radical change in
mankind.

KANZ currently provides a web site, Facebook page, monthly e-

https://krishnamurti.podbean.com/e/terence-stamp-reading-commentaries-on-living-%E2%80%93-part-3/
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newsletter, and occasional study gatherings.

KANZ would welcome volunteers with a deep interest in Krishnamurti’s
teachings to further its work in New Zealand.

Skills required are project and financial management, web design and
management, social media management, and photo editing.

If you would like to enquire further please contact the KANZ Secretary
at kanzadmin@gmail.com.

Krishnamurti Postal Lending Library Book Review

Candles in the Sun by Lady Emily Lutyens
 

This book is by Lady Emily Lutyens, and was published in 1957. It is a
bridge between her involvement in the Theosophical Society (TS) and
her relationship with the young Krishnamurti. Lady Emily was the
mother of Mary Lutyens, the major biographer of K.

The book will be of special interest to those who are interested in

mailto:kanzadmin@gmail.com
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Krishnamurti's connection with the TS, and the events that eventually
led to his dissolution of “the Order of the Star in the East”, which was
the organisation that had been created to launch Krishnamurti on the
world as the world teacher – the term “World Messiah”was used in fact.
Lady Emily was in a unique position to describe those events. Apart
from her closeness to K, (she has sometimes been described as a
surrogate mother to him, and the great love that she held for him
comes out in the book), she was very active in the TS a"airs, and had a
close relationship with such leading lights in the movement as Mrs
Besant and C.W. Leadbeater, As she writes in her forward to the book:

“This is the story of a spiritual ferment. It tells of my joining the
Theosophical Society in 1910 and of how I came to leave it 20 years
later; of the di#culties which my new faith caused in my domestic life,
and of the slow dissolution of that faith. It is, moreover, an account of
Krishnamurti, with whom I have been intimately associated since he
first came to England as a boy of 15. Others can tell better than I of
Krishnamurti's present teaching but I do not think there is anyone living
who can give such a true account of his training, personality, and
development in the days when Theosophists hailed him as the coming
Messiah, and of his gradual breaking away from the organisations
which had proclaimed him”.

Incidentally the Library has  copies of the “Star Bulletin”from the 20's
and 30's, some of which were edited by Lady Lutyens, and contain
articles by her. They were “the O#cial Organ of the Order of the Star”,
and their main purpose was to publish articles and speeches by
Krishnamurti at the yearly camps held in Holland, United States, and
gatherings in India.

Krishnamurti formally dissolved the Order of the Star at Castle Eerde in
Holland, (which had been gifted to him, and which he returned after the
dissolution), in 1929.

This review ends with an extract from Krishnamurti's famous “Pathless
Land” speech:

“After careful consideration I have made this decision to dissolve the
order. It is not from a momentary impulse. I have not been persuaded
to it by anyone - I am not persuaded in such things. For two years I
have been thinking about this, slowly, carefully, patiently, and I have
now decided to disband the order as I happen to be its head. You can
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find new organisations, and expect someone else, with that I am not
concerned, nor with the creating of new cages, or new decorations for
those cages. My only concern is to set men absolutely, unconditionally
free”.

Krishnmaurti and his brother Nitya arrive in England for the first time March 1911

To see a full list of books in The Krishnamurti Postal Lending Library,
visit:
https://www.kanz.org.nz/library

Auckland Dialogue Meeting

Meetings are held fortnightly on Mondays.

The meeting location has changed and meetings are now being held in
New Lynn.

Please contact Brett Nielsen 021 974 960 to obtain meeting details and
to advise attendance.

https://kanz.us11.list-manage.com/track/click?u=bf029bf7e2c8fc77ef022e92c&id=5729eb6455&e=c98f2b9f09
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Christchurch Dialogue Meeting
Last Sunday every month at 1:30pm.

For further details please contact Kyoko:
phone 329 4789, aakaasha@glenrowan.nz

Showings of Krishnamurti
videos and group dialogues:

CHRISTCHURCH
- contact Kyoko Giebel 03 329 4789 /
aakaasha@glenrowan.nz- monthly:
- contact Pauline Matsis 03 312 1470 /
paulinematsis@gmail.com

PALMERSTON NORTH
- contact Nadya Kaplyukova /
mua_mail@yahoo.com

HAMILTON
- contact: Clive Elwell 022 085 7184 /
clive.elwell@

 

Postal lending book library -
https://www.kanz.org.nz/library

Virtual Online Krishnamurti
Study Centre
https://www.kanz.org.nz/virtual-

krishnamurti-study-centre

Krishnamurti Association in New Zealand
 

www.kanz.org.nz

e-mail :  kanzadmin@gmail .com

mailto:aakaasha@glenrowan.nz?subject=Krishnamurti%20Discussion%20Group%20Meetings
tel:03%20329%204789
tel:03%20312%201470
tel:022%20085%207184
https://www.kanz.org.nz/library
https://www.kanz.org.nz/virtual-krishnamurti-study-centre
http://www.kanz.org.nz/
mailto:kanzadmin@gmail.com
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